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ABSTRACT:
Rome was not built in a day. Likewise small drops of water make an ocean. Savings is an art. All cannot save. One has to
acquire it. It is a personality trait. Small savings, in future, offers a good amount of money quite in our unaware. They say a
penny saves means a penny earned. It serves future demand. It saves life. It acts as security. It is like a stunt. But it is alias and
akin to blessings. Thus so called trivial thing is not trifling matter always. It is atomic in nature. It has immense capacity like
atom bomb.
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INTRODUCTION

rendered.

Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather it reveals, so
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical,
and the best critical writing is creative. The present article
is the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that the
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal writer, wrote many essays, and notably “Of
Love”, “Of Friendship”, “Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation and his unique style
kindled imagination and inspired me to write essays, in the
light of creative writing, thus to get relief through
Catharsis.

A judicious brain pays attention on serious matter. But a
fool wastes time on trivialities.

ARTICLE
Trivial means of small value or little importance. It is
concerned with unimportant things.
It is trifling, insignificant, inconsequential, frivolous or
inconsiderable in nature. It implies dull, monotonous,
commonplace and humdrum events of life. But trivial is a
relative concept. What is trifling to one may be
tremendous to another one.
The wearer knows where the shoe pinches. He cannot
move a single inch. Other persons can ignore it since it
does not pinch them. They don’t know the pain of pain. But
the sufferer cannot be indifferent and avoid it being petty
in nature which restricts his free and smooth movement.
Even a soft wound may turn into and cause to severe
suffering in future if proper and timely medical care is not

It busies itself with trifles and avoids doing what’s really
important. Thus it damages its career both ways. This time
management and investment of time determines the Fate
and future of any person. Time and tide wait for none. This
is very important especially in case of student life. Every
moment of student life is very costly. Very few students
care for it. A single moment of student life if be wasted
unnecessarily then thousand moments of future can hardly
compensate that acquired deficiency of past golden days.
Seasons of the year reappear. But chance comes once.
Similarly student life never comes back, like time or
stream of river. During examination some students
whisper to cheat.
They thereby waste time which may be little in span yet
hardly can they write full answers. This callousness causes
utter frustration and paves their dark future.
One can ignore anything as nominal but to another person
it is very important. A rich man can ignore a single farthing
being very little in comparison of his huge wealth. But to a
poor fellow it is not worthless rather it has immense
present value since it saves its life from immediate
starvation.
Serious events are too often trivialized by the media.
Conversely, trivial matter sometimes suffers from
exaggeration. Both the two phenomena are bad. An
intelligent person seldom worries over trivial things or
matters. He knows that matter matters. But all matter
matters not always. He likes not to bother with trivial
matters. Such a judicious brain can distinguish between
these two events. Common people resist change for
uncertainty, injustice and fear. They are men who hardly
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venture beyond the trivial round of daily life. Trivial
conversation wastes weight age of man and his time as
well. These trivial young men are unsuitable for any
serious job. They make a fuss over a triviality.
A kind-hearted person can give the lion’s share to his
brother. He never bothers for silly matters. But a mean
minded soul can hardly think of it even in dream. A trivial
young man is unsuitable for any serious job. If a ship has a
small hole it is not trivial. It will sink in the mid ocean. In a
space shuttle, if there remains any very little defect then
this is not insignificant. It will fall into ocean instead of
reaching in the orbit.
In mathematics if there is any minor or silly mistake the
result will be wrong. In any computer program if there is
any single error the entire project will be frustrated. Any
casual disease can even be the cause of death. As such the
matter which is within our control then trivial matters
nothing. For, we can rectify the error, later on, in case of
danger. But if the system is beyond our control or reach
like a satellite then trivial will appear with its giant
destructive power.
An arrow cannot be taken back again after it is thrown
from the bow. As such, a wise person looks always before
he leaps. Only a judicious brain can distinguish between
important and unimportant things. This decision
determines the future success of any person. Very few
persons can do it. This answers why we see very few
successful persons around us.

CONCLUSIONS
Rome was not built in a day. Likewise small drops of water
make an ocean. Savings is an art. All cannot save. One has
to acquire it. It is a personality trait. Small savings, in
future, offers a good amount of money quite in our
unaware. They say a penny saves means a penny earned. It
serves future demand. It saves life. It acts as security. It is
like a stunt. But it is alias and akin to blessings. Thus so
called trivial thing is not trifling matter always. It is atomic
in nature. It has immense capacity like atom bomb.
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